


History

• BGF, A member of BG Group. The first Thai brand under the Float Glass 

company in Thailand

• Established in 2014 sells import float glass product 

joint venture with an established global company Glas Trösch Holding AG  

from Switzerland. 

• Incorporated in September 2017, established a factory at Prachinburi, 

Production capacity 600 tons per day ,  Or 219,000 tons per year. 

BGF is the cornerstone of the BG family of companies. 



Vision

“To offer new and comprehensive selections of 

construction materials in the country and ASEAN 

with international quality and service to meet with 

the needs of customers.

”



Missions
To focus on business development and new

products to support the future market trends

To develop and create value-added products 
and services beyond customer expectations

Focus on providing accurate and up to date business 

information and building lasting relationships with customers. 

To increase the efficiency of the entire 
business management system

To enhance employees’ potentials to keep up 
with the policy and direction of the company

To work with local and government bodies to 

improve relationships with the community. 



Milestone

2014

Started importing float glass product 

under the name BG Float



2017

Registered company as BG float Glass co, Ltd.

Registered company as Kabinburi Glass industry co. ltd

Start production at BGF Kabinburi Glass plant at Prachinburi

Start selling glass equipment BGF FITPLUS +

Milestone



2018

Started selling ready-install windows BGF WINcool

Started selling BGF SMART MIRROR

Milestone



KBI : Downstream

2019

Milestone



2019

Enter the aluminium industry 

acquired Usam Inter Group Co,Ltd

Production facility in Nakornpratham

Milestone



Our Factory

Float Glass factory in Prachinburi

Main building is  150 rai or 240,000 m2.

Production capacity 219,000 tons per year

Aluminium factory in Nakornpratham

Main building is  50 rai or 80,000 m2. 

Production capacity 12,000 tons per year





Clear Glass Attribute

Transparent, smooth 
surface

Used in

Windows, doors, building walls 
Furniture components, 
Interior glass

Float Glass



Dark Gray Glass / Green Glass

Float Glass

Attribute

Used in

Absorbs heat 40% - 60%

better than clear glass

Windows, doors, building wall, 
Furniture components, 
Interior glass



Green Low-E Glass / Clear Low-E Glass

Save up to 19% on energy costs
verses conventional glass 
UV protection, low radiation, 
good transparency 

Panes, Show rooms, 
Glass door freezer

Process Glass

Attribute

Used in



BGF Tempered Glass

Tempered glass 
3 – 5 times stronger than 
conventional glass 

Glass walls, bathrooms, 
High-rise buildings 
interior etc.

Process Glass

Attribute

Used in



BGF laminated glass
Fabric series

BGF glass laminated glass model
fabric series A combination of 
glass and patterns and the texture of 
various fabrics Selected

Customers imagination is the 
only limitation to this amazing 
product

can use in various areas,  
endless possibilities.

Process Glass



BGF Switchable Glass

Glass that can become 
translucent or transparent
uses an electrical current 
to change 
provides UV protection. 

For rooms that require lighting
Or room that need 
to be Private, such as 
meeting rooms, Bathrooms 
product showrooms etc

Process Glass

Attribute

Used in



BGF Printed Glass

printed images on the surface 
of the glass can be both clear glass 
and stained glass adds beauty 
and can bring a workspace 
or offices together.

Uses in building decoration 
/ office, Partition walls, doors, 
furniture Top Tables

Process Glass

Attribute

Used in



VAP Glass3

VAP glass Group or value add products 
Is a glass group that adds value 
to the cause Special features such as 
glass, patterned glass etc

Which is mainly used for interior 
decoration of buildings or other 
areas According to the need 
for beauty and extra usefulness  

Attribute

Used in



Glass Fitting

Fitplus +BGF glass products 

equals a winning 

combination, easy to install, 

helping customers to 

complete the design of their 

home.

BGF Fitplus



Another level of coolness in your home.

ready-install BGF WINcool

BGF WINcool

Window and Door

0.8 x 0.5 m. 1.2 x 1.1 m. 1.8 x 1.1 m.



BGF SMART LOCK 
digital door lock provides extra safety
and security 
adds extra security to home or office 
secures sensitive areas 

Smart Lock



BGF SMART MIRROR is a mirror that 

comes with LED lights to create a peceful

atmosphere and add beauty. With both 

vertical and horizontal glass forms, can be 

ordered with a variety of LED designs, for 

customers convenience optional 

Defogger mode available. 

Smart Mirror



Aluminium

metal material Light weight, and strong,

easy to process and can, be easily recycled 

popular in many manufacturing processes.

Aluminium is used in a variety of industries. 

In the construction of doors, windows and 

transportation And used as a structural 

material in the automobile industry

Attribute

Used in



“ BGF never stops evolving in constantly creating to our customer needs. 

Cutting edge technology and ever changing international demands requires 

BGF to constantly grow with our customers to match their needs 

Ready to create cutting edge products in a variety of construction 

materials. BGF must meet the comprehensive needs of our customers to 

help improve the construction industry in Thailand and to grow into and 

international competitor”



Thank You


